List of changes introduced to the ILO model LFS for PAPI V3

DEMOGRAPHIC AND BACKGROUND MODULE

- **INTERVIEW OPENING**: New question added
- **A.2**: Question formulation revised
- **A.3**: Question wording tailored to different respondent profiles
- **A.4**: Question formulation revised.
  - Response option “REFERENCE PERSON/HEAD” changed to “REFERENCE PERSON”
  - Response option “OTHER UNRELATED PERSON” changed order from 7 to 6
  - Response option “DOMESTIC WORKER” changed to text that must be adapted as per national circumstances. Also, changed order from 6 to 7
- **A.5**: Question wording tailored to direct respondent
- **A.6**: Question wording tailored to direct respondent
- **A.7**: Question wording tailored to direct respondent
  - New option “COHABITING” added
- **A.8**: Question wording tailored to direct respondent
- **A.9**: Question formulation revised
- **A.10**: Question wording tailored to direct respondent
- **A.11**: Question formulation revised
- **A.12**: Question wording tailored to direct respondent
  - New option “97 DON’T KNOW” added
- **B.3**: Question formulation revised
- **B.5**:
  - Response option “TO LOOK FOR PAID WORK” changed to “TO LOOK FOR WORK, CLIENTS”
  - Response option “TO START A BUSINESS” deleted
  - Response option “HEALTH” changed to “MEDICAL TREATMENT, HEALTH”
  - Response option “CONFLICT, INSECURITY, DISASTER” changed to “CONFLICT, INSECURITY, NATURAL DISASTER”
  - Response option “LIFESTYLE, COST-OF-LIVING” added
- **B.7**: Question formulation revised
  - New option “997 DON’T KNOW” added
- **DISABILITY_INTRO**:
  - Filters changed
- **D.1**: Response option “Remittances from abroad” changed to “Money or support from people living abroad”
- **D.2**: Response option “Remittances from abroad” changed to “Money or support from people living abroad”
  - Response option “997 CANNOT SAY” added
- **E.1**: Question was split into three questions E.1, E.2 and E.3
  - Filters changed
- **E.2**: Question moved to E.4
  - Question formulation revised
  - Filters changed
- **E.3**: question moved to E.5
- **E.6**: New question added
- **E.7**: New question added

LABOUR MODULES
1.1: Question formulation revised
2.1: Question formulation revised
2.2: Question formulation revised
2.3: Question formulation revised
3.1: Question formulation revised
3.3: Question formulation revised
4.1: Question formulation revised
   - Question options changed
   - Filters changed
4.2: Question formulation revised
4.3: Question formulation revised
4.6: Question formulation revised
4.7, 4.7a: Questions deleted
4.8: Instructions added
4.9: Instructions added
5.1: Question formulation revised
5.2: Question formulation revised
5.3: Question formulation revised
5.4: Question formulation revised
5.7: Question formulation revised
   - Response option “As an [employee] for someone else” changed to “As an [employee]”
   - Response option “In (your/NAME’s) own business activity” changed to “In (your/his/her) own business activity”
   - Response option “Without pay in a household or family business” changed to “Helping in a family or household business”
5.9: Question formulation revised
5.10: Question formulation revised
5.10a: Question moved to 5.10b
   - Question formulation revised
   - Response option “The business, organisation or household where (you/NAME) (do/does) the work” changed to “PLACE/UNIT WHERE THEY WORK”
   - Response option “Or a different organisation, business or household” changed to “ANOTHER AGENCY/AGENT THAT ORGANIZES THE WORK”
   - Response option “OTHER (SPECIFY):_____________” added
5.10b: Question moved to 5.10a
   - Response option “I AM NOT PAID” changed to “NOT PAID”
5.10d: Question moved to 5.10e
   - Question formulation revised
   - Response option “YES, IT SPECIFIES MINIMUM HOURS TO BE WORKED” and “YES, IT SPECIFIES TASKS OR WORK TO BE COMPLETED” changed to “YES, MINIMUM HOURS OR WORK GUARANTEED”
5.10d: Question added
5.10e: Question moved to 5.10f
   - Question formulation revised
5.10f: Question moved to 5.10g
   - Question formulation revised
   - Response option “For the completion of tasks” changed to “Until the date a task is completed”
   - Response option “Not permanent but without a specified end date” changed to “Ongoing with no specified end date”
   - Response option order changed
- **5.10g**: Question moved to 5.10h
- **5.10h**: Question moved to 5.10i
  - Question formulation revised
  - Response option “It is a period of training (apprentice, trainee, research assistant, etc)” changed to “It covers a period of training (apprentice, trainee, research assistant, etc)”
  - Response option “It is required before a permanent contract is granted” added in a new question (5.10i)
  - Response option “It is seasonal work” changed to “It covers a particular season”
  - Response option “It is substitute work” changed to “It is for substitute work”
  - Response option “It terminates once a specific task is completed” deleted
  - Response option “OTHER REASONS” changed to “NONE OF THE ABOVE”
  - Response option order changed
  - Filters changed
- **5.10i**: Question moved to 5.10k
- **5.10j**: Question moved to 5.10l
  - Question formulation revised
  - Response option “NOT APPICABLE” added
  - Response option “DON’T KNOW” added
- **5.10k**: Question moved to 5.10m
- **5.10l**: Question moved to 5.10n
- **5.10m**: Question moved to 5.10o
- **5.11**
  - Question formulation revised
  - Filters added
- **5.11**: Question formulation revised
  - Question formulation and response options revised
  - Filters added
- **5.12**: Question formulation revised
- **6.1**: Question formulation revised
- **6.3**: Question formulation revised
  - Response option “As an employee for someone else” changed to “As an [employee]”
  - Response option “In (your/NAME’s) own business activity” changed to “In (your/his/her) own business activity”
  - Response option “Without pay in a household or family business” changed to “Helping in a family or household business”
- **6.4**: Question formulation revised
- **6.5**: Response option “I AM NOT PAID” changed to “NOT PAID”
- **6.5a**: Question formulation revised
  - Response option “NOT APPICABLE” added
  - Response option “DON’T KNOW” added
- **7.2**: Question formulation revised
  - Filter added
- **7.3**: Question formulation revised
  - Response option “ENTER 97 FOR DON’T KNOW” deleted
- **7.4**: Question formulation revised
- **7.5**: Question formulation revised
- **7.9**: Question formulation revised
- **7.11**: Question moved to 7.12
  - Response option “ENTER 0 FOR NO OTHER JOBS” deleted
  - Filters changed
- 7.11: New question added
- 7.12: Question moved to 7.13
  - Question formulation revised
- 7.13: Question moved to 7.14
- 7.13a, 7.13b: Question moved to 7.14a, 7.14b
- 7.14: Question moved to 7.15
- 7.15: Question moved to 7.16
  - Filter added
- 7.16: Question moved to 7.17
- 7.17: Question moved to 7.18
- 7.18: Question moved to 7.19
- 7.19: Question moved to 7.20
- 8.1: Question was split into two questions 8.1 and 8.5
  - Response options “Raise or tend farm animal such as [sheep, goats, chicken...]” and “Go fishing or collecting shellfish” moved to another question (8.5).
  - Question and response option formulation revised
- 8.2: Question formulation revised
- 8.3: Question formulation revised
- 8.5: New question added
- 8.6: New question added
- 8.7: New question added
- 9.3: Response option “REGISTER WITH (PUBLIC EMPLOYMENT SERVICE)” changed to “REGISTER WITH (PUBLIC EMPLOYMENT CENTRE)”
- 9.5: Response option “REGISTER WITH (PUBLIC EMPLOYMENT SERVICE)” changed to “REGISTER WITH (PUBLIC EMPLOYMENT CENTRE)”
- 9.7: Question formulation revised
- 10.13: Question formulation revised